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INTRODUCTION
In the study of infinite-dimensional algebras the most interesting exam-
ples are often found among algebras of finite growth. The beautiful
w x  w x.theorem of Mathieu 10 following the earlier work of Kac 6 states that
 .infinite-dimensional simple graded Lie algebras of finite growth are: a
 .  .loop algebras, b algebras of Cartan type, c the Virasoro algebra.
In this paper we address the similar question for Jordan algebras. Then
we extend the classification to prime nondegenerate graded Jordan alge-
bras of growth 1 having in mind the applications to classification of simple
graded Jordan superalgebras of growth 1 and the so-called superconformal
algebras.
All algebras will be considered over an algebraically closed field F of
characteristic 0.
DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES
A Z-graded algebra over F is an algebra with a decomposition A s
 A such that A A : A for n, m g Z. We will always assumeig Z i n m nqm
that the homogeneous components A have finite dimension. We say thatn
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 .A has finite growth resp. growth 1 if the function n ª dim A isn
 .bounded by some polynomial resp. by a constant . Recall that A is simple
graded if it does not contain any nontrivial graded ideal.
 . i  .The mappings z : A ª A and d: A ª A, where z a s 2 a , d a s iai i i i
for an arbitrary element a g A , are an automorphism and a derivation ofi i
the algebra A, respectively.
We will refer to them as the degree automorphism and the degree
derivation.
It is easy to see that a subspace of A is graded if and only if it is
invariant with respect to z or d. The components A are the eigenspaces.i
 .EXAMPLES. 1 Let G be a finite-dimensional simple algebra graded by
w y1 xthe cyclic group ZrnZ, G s G q G q ??? qG , and F t , t the Lau-0 1 ny1
 . jrent polynomial ring. The loop algebra, L G s  G m t si' j mod m i
??? qG mty1 q G m t 0 q G mt q ??? qG mt ny1 q G mt n q ??? F Gny1 0 1 ny1 0
w y1 x m F t , t , is a graded simple algebra of growth 1. If G is Lie resp.
.  . associative or Jordan , then the loop algebra L G is also Lie resp.
.associative or Jordan .
 .2 Let V be a Z-graded vector space, V s  V , such thatig Z i
< < cdim V F i q d for every i, where c, d are constants. Let f : V = V ª Fi
be a symmetric nondegenerate bilinear form. Then the Jordan algebra
F1 q V of the form f is a simple Jordan algebra of finite growth.
If dim V - d for every i and a fixed d, then J has growth 1.i
In this paper we prove the following results:
THEOREM A. Let J s  J be a graded simple Jordan algebra of finiteig Z i
< < cgrowth, that is, dim J - i q d, where c, d are constants,. If we assume thati
J is infinite dimensional, then J is isomorphic to one of the following Jordan
algebras:
 .a the simple Jordan algebra associated to a symmetric nondegenerate
bilinear form o¨er an infinite-dimensional ¨ector space V, or
 .b a loop algebra,
each of them being suitably graded.
THEOREM B. Let J s = J be a prime nondegenerate graded Jordanig Z i
algebra. Suppose that there exists d ) 0 such that dim J - d for all i. Then Ji
is:
 .  .a a graded simple algebra see Theorem A or
 .  .b only finitely many negati¨ e resp. finitely many positi¨ e compo-
nents of J are nonzero, that is, there exists s G 1 such that J s 0 for alli
 .i - ys or J s 0 for all i ) s . Moreo¨er, there exists a simple finite-dimen-i
sional ZrnZ-graded algebra G and a monomorphism of graded algebras f :
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 .  .  .J ª L G such that f J s L G for all k greater than a certain numberk k
 .m G 1 resp. less than ym .
1. SIMPLE GRADED ALGEBRAS
Let us recall the definition of the McCrimmon radical of a Jordan
 w x.algebra see 17 .
An element z of a Jordan algebra J is called an absolute zero divisor if
 .  . 2JU s 0 , where xU s 2 xz z y xz . J is called nondegenerate if the onlyz z
absolute zero divisor of J is 0.
 .We shall denote as I J the ideal of J generated by all its absolute
zero divisors. It is known that this ideal is the linear span of all absolute
zero divisors.
 .  .For an arbitrary Jordan algebra J, let M J s I J , and assume the1
 .ideal M J has already been defined for all ordinals a such that a - b.a
If b is a limit ordinal, we set
M J s M J . .  .Db a
a-b
 .If the ordinal b is not a limit ordinal, we define M J as the ideal suchb
that
M J rM J s I JrM J . .  .  . .b by1 by1
The chain of ideals
M J : M J : ??? : M J : ??? .  .  .1 2 b
stabilizes at some ordinal g . The ideal
M J s M J .  .g
is called the McCrimmon radical of J.
 .It is known that the quotient algebra JrM J is nondegenerate and
 .M J is the smallest ideal with this property.
Let J s  J be a Z-graded algebra. We say that J is gradedig Z i
nondegenerate if it does not contain nonzero homogeneous absolute zero
divisors.
PROPOSITION 1.1. A graded algebra J is nondegenerate if and only if it is
graded nondegenerate.
Proof. One implication is clear.
 .For the other one, let us assume that M J / 0. We will show that J
 .contains a nonzero homogeneous zero divisor. Since the ideal M J is
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invariant under all automorphisms of J, in particular it is invariant with
 .respect to the degree automorphism. Hence M J is a graded ideal. Let us
 .assume that M J does not contain nonzero homogeneous absolute zero
 .divisors. Then, given an arbitrary nonzero homogeneous element a g M J ,
we can construct an m-sequence starting by a and with infinitely many
w xelements, which contradicts 19 .
We will use the notion of an annihilator. Elements a, b of a Jordan
 .algebra J are said to annihilate each other if a ? b s 0 and D a, b s 0,
 .where D a, b denotes the inner derivation associated to the elements
a, b.
 :If J is special, R s J an associative enveloping algebra and we
assume that R is semiprime, then two elements a, b g J annihilate each
other in J if and only if ab s 0 s ba in R.
 .If S is a subset of J, then the annihilator of S, Ann S is the set ofJ
 .elements that annihilate every element in S. The Ann s is an inner idealJ
 w x.of J see 15 .
2 2  .It is known that if a ? b s 0 and a ? b s 0, then a g Ann b .J
PROPOSITION 1.2. A Jordan algebra J is prime nondegenerate if and only if
it is graded prime nondegenerate.
Proof. One implication is clear.
Suppose now that J is a graded prime nondegenerate algebra. We
already know by the above proposition that J is nondegenerate. Let K, L
 . be nonzero ideals of J such that K ? L s 0 . Of course, K and L are not
. 2  . 2graded ideals. Then K ? L s 0 and so L : Ann K. If we substitute LJ
 .by Ann K which we know is not zero , we can assume that K and LJ
annihilate each other.
 . DLet us show that for an arbitrary derivation D g Der J , the set K
2 2  . D 2  D.annihilates L . Indeed, K ? L s 0 implies that K ? L q K ? L ? L s 0
D 2  .and so K ? L s 0 .
 2 .  D 2 . w  2 . xWe also know that D K, L s 0. So D K , L : D K, L , D q
 D.  .  D 2 .  . DD K, L ? L s 0 implies that D K , L s 0 and consequently K :
Ann L2.J
Consider the series:
30: 1: 3 k: kq1: k:L s L G L s L G ??? G L G L s L G ??? .
and
Ann L s Ann L0: F Ann L1: F ??? . .  .  .J J J
  i:.From what we proved above it follows that if a g Ann L , then, for anJ
arbitrary derivation D g Der J,
2 3D  i:  i:a g Ann L : Ann L . .  . /  /J J
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  i:.This implies that the ideal Q s D Ann L is invariant under alliG 0 J
derivations from Der J. In particular, it is invariant under the degree
derivation. Hence the ideal Q is graded. From the inclusion K : Q it
 .follows that Q / 0 .
  i:.Let a be a nonzero homogeneous element from Q. Then a g Ann LJ
 .for some i and therefore the ideal id a generated by the element a in JJ
  i:.   ..  .lies in Ann L . Then Ann id a / 0 . An annihilator of a gradedJ J J
ideal is graded. Thus, there exist two nonzero graded ideals whose product
is zero, a contradiction.
The proposition is proved.
For an associative algebra A let Aq. denote the Jordan algebra with
the same underlying vector space as A and the new multiplication a ? b s
 .1r2 ab q ba . A Jordan algebra is said to be special if it is embeddable
into Aq. for some associative algebra A. If A is an associative algebra
 .  < 4with involution ): A ª A, then H A, ) s a g A a* s a is a subalge-
bra of Aq..
If J is a Jordan subalgebra of Aq. and J generates A as an associative
  :.algebra notation: A s J , we say that A is an associative enveloping
algebra of J.
 :Let F X be the free associative algebra over the field F on the
 :countable set of free generators x , x , . . . . The Jordan subalgebra SJ X1 2
 :q.of F X generated by the x 's is called the free special Jordan algebra.i
 :An element of SJ X is called a Jordan polynomial. Let ) be the
 :involution on F X that leaves all x 's invariant.i
 :   : .  :q. w xClearly, SJ X F H F X , ) F F X . Cohn 2 showed that:
 .  4i The so-called tetrade x , x , x , x s x x x x q x x x x lies1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 4 3 2 1
  : .  :in H F X , ) but not in SJ X .
 .   : .  .ii H F X , ) is generated as a Jordan algebra! by all elements
 4x 's and all tetrades x , x , x , x .i i j k l
 :  w x.The ``tetrade eating'' ideal T of SJ X see 18 has the following
properties:
 .  :a T is invariant with respect to all automorphisms of SJ X ,
 .b for an arbitrary element f g T and arbitrary generators x , x ,i j
 4  :x , we have f , x , x , x g SJ X .k i j k
In what follows we will need the classification of prime nondegenerate
 w x.Jordan algebras see 18 . Let J be a prime nondegenerate Jordan
algebra. Then either
 .  .  .i J is special, T J s 0 , in which case J is a central order of a
Jordan algebra of nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form, or
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 .  .  .ii J is special, T J / 0 , or
 .iii T is an Albert ring, that is, a central order in a simple excep-
tional 27-dimensional over its center Jordan algebra.
LEMMA 1.1. Let J s  J be a graded simple Jordan algebra such thatig Z i
 .its center Z J is not contained in J . Then J is isomorphic to a loop algebra.0
 .  .Proof. The center Z J is invariant under Aut J. Hence Z J is a
graded subalgebra, Z s  Z . The subalgebra Z is a commutativeig Z i 0
associative finite-dimensional domain over the ground field F. Since F is
algebraically closed we conclude that Z s F1.0
 <  .4Let us consider S s i g Z Z / 0 . Clearly, S is a subgroup of Z, soi
 .  .either S s 0 or S s mZ for some 0 F m g Z. By our assumption S / 0 .
w y1 xLet S s mZ. Then Z ' F t , t , the algebra of Laurent polynomials.
Indeed, if a , b are nonzero elements from Z , then the inverse by1 sm m m m
b lies in Z . So the element l s a by1 g Z s F1 is a scalar. Henceym ym m m 0
a s lb , which proves that Z is one-dimensional over F. Choose am m m
nonzero element 0 / c g Z . Then Z s Fcr and we can define anm m r m m
w y1 x  .isomorphism c : Z ª F t , t , w c s t.m
Now consider the vector space G s J q ??? qJ , and define a new0 my1
product on G via:
x w x s x x if i q j - mi j i j
and
x w x s x x cy1 if i q j G m , .i j i j m
 .x g J , x g J . It is easy to see that G, w is a Jordan algebra which isi i j j
 .  .graded by ZrmZ. The loop algebra L G that corresponds to G, w can
be identified with
J m t i , pqr m , r g Z. i
is0, 1, . . . , my1
An arbitrary homogeneous element a from J can be uniquely repre-j j
sented as a s a cr , where 0 F i F m y 1 is the residue of j mod m,j i m
a g J . By straightforward verification one can see that the mappingi i
f : J ª L G , f a s a m t iqr m .  .j i
is an isomorphism.
It remains to show that the algebra G is simple.
Let us see firstly that G is semisimple and graded prime. Indeed,
 .let I, I9 be graded ideals of G such that II9 s 0 . The loop algebras,
 .  .  .L I , L I9 are both ideals in the graded simple algebra L G and
 .  .  .  .  .  .L I ? L I9 s 0 . Hence L I s 0 or L I9 s 0.
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r  .Similarly, if N denotes the Jacobson radical of G, then N s 0 for
 . r  .  .  .some r, which implies L N s 0 and thus L N s 0 .
A semisimple finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed
field is simple if and only if it is central. If a is a central element of G
lying in G s J , 0 F i F m y 1, then a is also a central element of J.i i
Hence the choice of m assures that there are no nonzero central elements
in G , . . . , G .1 my1
The lemma is proved.
Remark. If we consider graduations by a finite cyclic group, then
graded prime does not imply prime.
Now let us go back to the proof of Theorem A. Let J s  J be aig Z i
graded Jordan algebra satisfying the conditions of Theorem A, that is, J is
graded simple and the dimensions of the J 's grow polynomially. Then J isi
graded nondegenerate. By Proposition 1.2, J is prime nondegenerate.
Hence we can apply the classification of prime nondegenerate Jordan
algebras that we have described above.
Let J be an Albert ring. This means that the center Z of J is nonzero
 4and an arbitrary element from Z* s Z y 0 is regular and the ring of
fractions Z )y 1J is a simple exceptional 27-dimensional Jordan algebra
over the field Z )y 1Z. If Z s Z , then Z s F ? 1, which implies that the0
algebra J is finite dimensional over F.
If Z Fu Z , then, by Lemma 1.1, J is isomorphic to a loop algebra.0
 .  .Now let J be a special Jordan algebra such that T J s 0 . Then J is a
central order of a Jordan algebra of a bilinear symmetric form, which
 .  . )y 1means that Z s Z J / 0 and Z J is a Jordan algebra of a symmetric
nondegenerate bilinear form. As above, if Z s Z , then Z s0
F ? 1, that is, J s F ? 1 q V is itself a Jordan algebra of a symmetric
nondegenerate bilinear form in a vector space V over F, dim V G 2.
Clearly, F ? 1 : J . Let us show that the subspace V is graded, that is,0
V s  V , where V s V l J . Indeed, V is the linear span of allig Z i i i
 .  .  .associators a, b, c s ab c y a bc , where a, b, c g J. This implies that V
is graded.
If Z / Z , then, again by Lemma 1.1, J is isomorphic to a loop algebra.0
 .  .The only remaining case is when J is special and T J / 0. Since T J
 .is a graded ideal of J, it follows that T J s J.
w xIn 18 it was shown that for a simple special Jordan algebra J such that
 .T s T J either there exists a simple associative algebra A such that
J ( Aq. or there exists a simple associative algebra A with an involution
 .   .:): A ª A such that J ( H A, ) , A s H A, ) .
w xArguing in the same way as in 18 , one can conclude that for a graded
 .simple special Jordan algebra J s  J such that J s T J either thereig Z i
exists a graded simple associative algebra A s  A such that J ( Aq.ig Z i
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or there exists a graded simple associative algebra A s  A with anig Z i
U  .involution ): A ª A, A s A for all i, such that J ( H A, ) , A si i
  .:H A, ) .
The first of these two cases is much easier, so we will first prove
Theorem A for a Jordan algebra J which is isomorphic to Aq., where
A s  A is a graded simple associative algebra.ig Z i
y  w x.For an associative algebra A let A be the Lie algebra A, , with
w x w y yxrespect to the commutation a, b s ab y ba; A , A is the derived
w y yx. w y yxalgebra, Z A , A is the center of A , A . The following lemma is
 w x.due to Herstein see 4 .
LEMMA 1.2. If A is a simple associati¨ e algebra, then the Lie algebra
w y yx w y yx.A , A rZ A , A is also simple.
The same assertion with the same proof is valid for simple graded
algebras.
LEMMA 1.3. If A s  A is a graded simple associati¨ e algebra, thenig Z i
w y yx w y yx.the Lie algebra A , A rZ A , A is also graded simple.
LEMMA 1.4. Let A s  A be a graded simple algebra of finite growth.ig Z i
Then A is either finite dimensional or isomorphic to a loop algebra.
w y yx w y yx.Proof. The graded Lie algebra L s A , A rZ A , A satisfies
 w x.the assumptions of the theorem by Mathieu see 10 . Hence L is either
finite dimensional or a loop algebra or of Cartan type or the Virasoro
algebra. In all the cases the algebra L satisfies a polynomial identity and
so does the algebra A.
 w x.Since A is a prime PI-algebra, by the theorem of Rowen see 12 , the
 .  .)y 1center Z A is nonzero and the ring of fractions Z A A is a finite-
 .)y 1  .dimensional simple algebra over the field Z A Z A .
 .  .If Z A : A , then Z A s F ? 1 which means that dim A - `. If0 F
 .Z A is not contained in A , then, arguing as in Lemma 1.1, we can0
conclude that A is isomorphic to a loop algebra.
COROLLARY 1.1. If a Jordan algebra J ' Aq. satisfies the assumptions of
Theorem A, then J is either finite dimensional or isomorphic to a loop algebra.
Throughout the remainder of this section we will assume that J '
 .H A, ) where A s  A is a graded simple associative algebra withig Z i
U  :an involution ): A ª A such that A s A for all i and A s J .i i
LEMMA 1.5. Let R be an associati¨ e graded simple algebra, a is a
homogeneous element, and r s aR is the right ideal generated by a. If
 .  < 4  .  .l r s x g r xa s 0 , then l r 1 r and the quotient algebra rrl r s A
is graded simple.
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Proof. Let x be a homogeneous element from R such that 0 / ax. We
 .will prove that an arbitrary homogeneous element ay g r lies in id axp
except if axa s 0.
Indeed, if axa / 0, then R s RaxaR which implies that y s  x axay ,i i i
where x , y are homogeneous elements from R. Now ay s  ax axay gi i i i i
 .id ax . The lemma is proved.r
LEMMA 1.6. Let R s  R be an associati¨ e graded simple algebraig Z i
U   .:with an in¨olution ): R ª R such that R s R for all i, R s H R, ) ,i i
 .and the graded algebra H R, ) s  H has finite growth. Then theig Z i
 .  .algebra R is 1 unital and 2 finitely generated.
Proof. Let us first show that the subalgebra R is not nilpotent.0
 . Consider the vector space of skew-symmetric elements K R, ) s x g
< 4  .R x) s yx s  K , K s K R, ) l R . Take homogeneous ele-ig Z i i i
w xments h g H , h g H and consider the right ideal r s h , h R si i j j i j
w x r where r s h , h R .k g Z k k i j kyiyj
 .  . w xSince R s H R, ) q K R, ) , it follows that r s h , h H qk i j kyiyj
w x w xh , h K . Clearly, dim h , h H F dim H .i j kyiyj i j kyiyj kyiyj
w x w x ww x xNow let b g K . We have h , h b s h , h ? b q 1r2 h , h , b sky iyj i j i j i j
w x ww x x ww x x. w x w xh , h ?by1r2 h , b , h q b, h , h g H q H , h q H , h ,i j j i i j k kyj j kyi i
which implies that dim r F dim H q dim H q dim H qk kyiyj kyi kyj
dim H .k
Hence the algebra r has finite growth. From Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 it
 .  .  .follows that either rrl r s 0 or rrl r is a simple finite-dimensional
 .algebra or rrl r is isomorphic to a loop algebra. In particular, either
 .  .rrl r s 0 or rrl r has an identity element. But if R is nilpotent, then0
 .r is nilpotent as well, so rrl r cannot have an identity element. In this0
 . w x w x  .case r s l r , that is, h , h R h , h s 0 . Since the algebra R is gradedi j i j
w xprime, it follows that h , h s 0. Since h , h are arbitrary homogeneousi j i j
 .   .:elements from H R, ) and R s H R, ) , we conclude that the algebra
R is commutative. Now again from Lemma 1.1 it follows that 1 g R, so R0
is not nilpotent.
Now we will show that the algebra R contains an identity element.
Consider the Wedderburn decomposition of the finite-dimensional algebra
R , R s N q B. Here N is the nilpotent radical of R , B is a semisimple0 0 0
subalgebra of R . We will assume also that B s B* it is known that such0
w x.a decomposition exists; see 5 . Since R is not nilpotent, it follows that0
 .B / 0 . Let e be the identity element of B, e s e). Consider the Peirce
 .  .  .  .decomposition R s eRe q eR 1 y e q 1 y e Re q 1 y e R 1 y e ,
where 1 denotes a formal identity.
 .  .  .The subalgebra 1 y e R 1 y e is either 0 or graded simple and
 .  . 1 y e R 1 y e : N. From what we prove above it follows that 1 y0
.  .  .e R 1 y e s 0 .
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 .   ..  .Now 1 y e R resp. R 1 y e is a right resp. left ideal of R whose
 . square is zero. Since R is graded prime it follows that 1 y e R s R 1 y
.  .e s 0 , so e is the identity element of R.
It remains to show that the algebra R is finitely generated.
 .Let us assume at first that R s F1 q N R , that is, R is a reduced0 0 0
 < .algebra. Since R is graded simple we have R s id R i / 0 , whichR i
implies that
1 s a a q b b ) . i yi yj j
i)0 j)0
for some homogeneous elements a g R , a g R , b g R , b g R .yi yi i i yj yj j j
 .  .Define the trace of an element a1 q n g R , n g N R as tr a1 q n0 0
 .s a , and tr a s 0 for an arbitrary a g R , i / 0. At least one of thei i i
 .summands on the right-hand side of ) has nonzero trace and so it is
invertible. Let us assume that an element c s a a is invertible. Then0 yi i
< <the algebra R is generated by subspaces R where h F i. Indeed, if k ) ih
y1  y1 .and c is an arbitrary element from R , then c s c c c s c c a a ,k k k k 0 0 k 0 yi i
so c is a product of two elements of degrees k y i and i, respectively.k
Similarly, R s R R .yk yi iyk
Now let us drop the assumption that the algebra R is reduced.0
The identity element 1 of R can be expressed as a sum of primitive
idempotent elements of R , 1 s  e , e g R . Each component e Re is0 i i i 0 i i
graded simple and the algebra e R e is reduced. From what we provedi 0 i
above it follows that each component e Re is finitely generated. Sincei i
R s  e Re q  e Re , we only need to pay attention to e Re .i i i i/ j i j i j
 .But e g id e s R, so e s  x e y for some homogeneous ele-j R i j a ya i a
ments x , y .ya a
Now e ae s  e ax e y :  e Re y . Hence the algebra R is finitelyi j a i ya i a i i a
generated. The lemma if proved.
LEMMA 1.7. Let R s  R be a graded associati¨ e algebra generatedig Z i
by homogeneous elements a g R , 1 F i F n, and let J be the Jordani a i
subalgebra of Rq. generated by the a 's, 1 F i F n. If the algebra J is of finitei
growth, then so is R.
< < cProof. There exist c ) 0, d ) 0 such that dim J F m q d for anm
arbitrary m g Z.
w xBy a result of Skosirskii 14 , an arbitrary element in R is a linear
combination of elements of the type a ??? a a, where i - ??? - i ,i i 1 r1 r
a g J.
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 .  4For a subset M s i , . . . , i : 1, . . . , n let a s a q ??? qa . Then1 r M i i1 r
dim R F dim J F 2 n mc q d . .m mya M
 4M: 1, . . . , n
The Lemma is proved.
Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem A. Let J s  J bei
 .isomorphic to H R, ) , where R s  R is a simple graded associativei
U   .:algebra with an involution ): R ª R, R s R , R s H R, ) , and thei i
dimensions dim J grow polynomially. By Lemma 1.6 the algebra R isi
finitely generated.
  .:  .Since R s H R, ) there exist homogeneous elements a g H R, )i
l R , 1 F i F n, which generate R.a i
 .Let J9 be the subalgebra of H R, ) generated by the elements
a , . . . , a . Since dim J X F dim J for an arbitrary i g Z the algebra J9 is of1 n i i
finite growth. From Lemma 1.7 it follows that the algebra R is also of
finite growth. Now Lemma 1.4 implies that R is either finite dimensional
or isomorphic to a loop algebra.
 .If Z R : R , then R is finite dimensional and so is J.0
 .  .  .If 0 / z g R l Z R , then 0 / zz) g R l H R, ) , so Z J l J /i 2 i 2 i
 .0 . By Lemma 1.1, J is isomorphic to a loop algebra.
Theorem A is proved.
2. PRIME JORDAN ALGEBRAS
In this section we will discuss graded prime Jordan algebras, though with
stronger restrictions on growth. We will assume that there exists a constant
d such that dim J - d for all i.i
Let us start with a discussion of radicals.
An algebra is said to be locally nilpotent if an arbitrary finitely gener-
ated subalgebra of it is nilpotent.
If A is an associative or Jordan algebra, then it contains the biggest
 .  .locally nilpotent ideal L A such that the quotient ArL A does not
 w x.contain any nonzero locally nilpotent ideals see 20 . We will refer to
 .L A as the locally nilpotent radical of A.
 .  .  .Let N A s 0 , and N A s  all nilpotent ideals of A. Assume that0 1
 .N A has been defined for all ordinals b such that b - a . If a is a limitb
 .  .ordinal, we set N A s D N A . If a is not a limit ordinal, wea b - a b
 .define N A as the ideal such thata
N A rN A s N ArN A . .  .  . .a ay1 1 ay1
 .  .  .We have B A s D N A s N A , for some ordinal g .a a g
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 .If A is an associative or Jordan algebra we will refer to B A as ``the
Baer radical of A,'' even though for Jordan algebras it is not known
 .whether the mapping A ª B A is a radical in the sense of Amitsur and
Kurosh.
 .  .If A is an associative algebra, then, clearly, B A : L A and the
 w x.inclusion can be strict even if the algebra A is finitely generated see 16 .
 .  .  .  w x.For a Jordan algebra J we have B J : M J : L J see 17 , where all
inclusions can be strict. However, if J is a finitely generated algebra, then
 .  .  w x.B J s M J see 17 .
LEMMA 2.1. Let A s  A be an associati¨ e graded algebra. Supposeig Z i
 .  .that there exists d ) 0 such that dim A - d for all i. Then B A s L A .i
Proof. If is sufficient to assume that the algebra A is locally nilpotent
 .  .  .and to prove that A s B A . If A / B A , then, factoring out B A , we
d  .can assume that A is semiprime. In particular, A / 0 , so there exists d
homogeneous elements a , . . . , a g A such that a ??? a / 0. Note that1 d 1 d
 :the subalgebra a , . . . , a is nilpotent since A is locally nilpotent.1 d
 :m  :mq 1  .Let a , . . . , a / 0 but a , . . . , a s 0 . Clearly m G d. So1 d 1 d
there exist m numbers 1 F i , . . . , i F d such that a ??? a / 0. We will1 m i i1 m
 .prove that a ??? a Aa ??? a s 0 , contradicting the assumption thati i i i1 m 1 m
the algebra A is semiprime.
Choose an arbitrary homogeneous element b g A . Consider theb b
m q 1 elements: a ??? a b , a ??? a b a , . . . , a b a ??? a , b ai i b i i b i i b i i b i1 m 2 m 1 m 1 my1 1
??? a .im
Since all these elements lie in the same component A and dim A Fj j
d - m q 1, it follows that there exist scalars l , . . . , l , l g F, not all ofm 1 0
them zero, such that
l a ??? a b q ??? ql a b a ??? a q l b a ??? a s 0.m i i b 1 i b i i 0 b i i1 m m 1 my1 1 m
If l s l s ??? s l s 0, l / 0, then0 1 ky1 k
a ??? a b a ??? a s a ¨ X b ¨Y ,i i b i i j j b jmy kq1 m 1 myk
where each ¨ X is a product of a 's of length G k q 1. Hencej in
a ??? a a ??? a b a ??? a a ??? a s a vX b vY s 0i i i i b i i i i j j b j1 myk mykq1 m 1 myk mykq1 m
because vX s a ??? a ¨ X has length G m q 1.j i i j1 myk
The lemma is proved.
LEMMA 2.2. Let J s  J be a graded Jordan algebra. Suppose thatig Z i
 .  .there exists d ) 0 such that dim J - d for all i. Then M J s L J .i
Proof. As in the previous lemma we will assume that the algebra J is
locally nilpotent.
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 .  .If contrary to our assertion J / M J , then, factoring M J out, we can
assume that the algebra J is nondegenerate. A nondegenerate Jordan
algebra can be approximated by prime nondegenerate Jordan algebras see
w x.19 . According to the classification of prime nondegenerate Jordan alge-
bras, J is either an Albert ring or a special Jordan algebra such that
 .  .  .  .T J s 0 or a special Jordan algebra such that T J / 0 .
In the first two cases the algebra J satisfies a polynomial identity, which
 .  w x.implies that J s M J see 17 , a contradiction.
Consider therefore the third case when J is a special Jordan algebra and
 .  .T J / 0 . Let U be the universal special associative enveloping algebra
 w x.of J for the definition and properties, see 5 . We will identify J with its
 :image in U, that is, we will assume that J : U and U s J .
The algebra U has the involution ): U ª U which leaves all elements
from J invariant. Since the degree automorphism z : J ª J extends to an
automorphism of U, it follows that the graduation J s  J extends toig Z i
the graduation U s  U , J s J l U .ig Z i i i
  .:Let A s T J F U.
A nonzero ideal of a prime nondegenerate Jordan algebra is prime and
 .  .   ..  .nondegenerate. Hence T J l B A : M T J s 0 .
 .The algebra T J can be embedded into the semiprime algebra A s
 .  .ArB A . We will identify T J with its image in A. From the tetrade
 .  .eating properties of the ideal T it follows that T J s H A, ) and the
 w x.algebra A is locally nilpotent see 14 .
 .Choose two arbitrary homogeneous elements h , h from T J s1 2
 .H A, ) of degrees i and j, respectively, and consider the right ideal
w xr s h , h A s  r .1 2 k g Z k
In the proof of Lemma 1.6 we have shown that, for any k g Z,
 .  .  .  .dim r F dim T J q dim T J q dim T J q dim T J Fk kyiyj kyi kyj k
2 .  .  .  .4d. Hence, by Lemma 2.1, r s B r and so r s B r r : B A s 0 ,
 .which implies r s 0 .
w x  .Thus h , h s 0 for any two homogeneous elements h , h g T J .1 2 1 2
 .Since A is generated by T J , it follows that the algebra A is commuta-
tive, locally nilpotent, and semiprime, which makes a contradictive combi-
nation of properties. The lemma is proved.
Our next aim is to prove Theorem B for finitely generated graded prime
nondegenerate algebras.
Let A be an algebra generated by elements a , . . . , a and let V m be1 n
 .the finite dimensional subspace of A spanned by all products in the a 'si
of length F m.
The upper limit
w n xln dim V
GK-dim A s lim sup .
ln nnª`
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is called the Gelfand]Kirillov dimension of A. If A s  A is aig Z i
finitely generated graded algebra and there exists d ) 0 such that dim Ai
 .- d for all i, then, clearly, GK-dim A F 1. Small, Stafford, and Warfield
 w x.see 13 have described the structure of finitely generated associative
w xalgebras of Gelfand]Kirillov dimension 1. In 9 this description was
extended to Jordan algebras.
 .Thus, if J is a finitely generated Jordan algebra and GK-dim J F 1,
 .  .  .then i the radical M J is nilpotent and ii if J is nondegenerate, then
 .  .Z J / 0 and J is a finite module over Z J . In particular, J is a
PI-algebra.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let B s  B be a finitely generated prime gradedig Z i
Jordan algebra. Suppose that there exists d ) 0 such that dim B F d for ani
arbitrary i. Then B is either
 .a finite dimensional or
 .b isomorphic to a loop algebra or
 .  .c only finitely many negati¨ e resp. finitely many positi¨ e components
 .of B are nonzero, that is, there exists s G 1 such that B s 0 for all i - ysi
  . .resp,. B s 0 for all i ) s . Moreo¨er, there exists a simple finite-i
dimensional ZrnZ-graded algebra G and a monomorphism of graded alge-
 .  .  .bras f : B ª L G such that f B s L G for all k greater than a certaink k
 .number m G 1 resp. less than ym .
Proof. Since B is finitely generated, nondegenerate, and GK-dim B F
 w x.1, it follows from the theorem that we formulated above see 9 that B is
 .  .  .a finite module over Z B / 0 . The subalgebra Z B is graded and an
 .arbitrary homogeneous element 0 / b g Z B is regular.
 .  .The subalgebra Z B s Z B l B is a finite-dimensional integral0 0
 .domain over an algebraically closed field F. So Z B s F1.0
 .  .If Z B s Z B , then B is finite dimensional over F.0
 .  .Let us assume that Z B / Z B . We will distinguish between two0
cases:
 .  .  .Case I. There exist i, j ) 0 such that Z B / 0, Z B / 0 . Choosei yj
 .  .nonzero elements 0 / z g Z B , 0 / z g Z B .i i yj yj
 . j k  .Let 0 / z g Z B , k ) 0. Then z ? z g Z B s F1. Hence thek k k yj 0
element z is invertible. Similarly, an arbitrary nonzero element z gk yk
 .Z B , k ) 0, is invertible.yk
Let I be a nonzero graded ideal of B. Since B is a prime PI-algebra, it
 w x.  .  .follows see 18 that I l Z B / 0 . Hence I contains a nonzero homo-
geneous central element, which was shown to be invertible. Hence the
algebra B is graded simple and it remains to apply Theorem A.
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 .  .   .  .Case II. Z B s  Z B the case when Z B s  Z B isiG 0 i iF 0 i
.similar .
 .Let z be a nonzero central homogeneous element from Z B , say of
degree l. Multiplication operator R : B ª B, b ª bz, is injective. Hencez
the inclusion B R : B impliesi z iql
dim B s dim B R F dim B .i i z iql
For every residue 0 F i F l y 1 modulo l the increasing sequence
dim B F dim B F dim B F ??? stabilizes at some point k , soi iql iq2 l i
dim B s dim B s ??? .iqk l iqk q1. li i
 .  < 4  .Let k z s max k 0 F i F l y 1 . For any h G k z the mapping R :i z
B ª B is bijective.h hql
Let Z be the set of all nonzero homogeneous central elements of B.hom
Consider the ring of fractions Zy1 B which is a graded algebra withhom
center Zy1 Z. An arbitrary nonzero homogeneous element from Zy1 Z ishom hom
 <  y1 . 4invertible. Let n s min l ) 0 C s Z Z / 0 .l hom l
 .  .If 0 / c g C , then there exist i ) j, 0 / z g Z B , 0 / z g Z Bn n i i j j
y1 y1  .with c s z z g Z Z so n s i y j .n j i hom
  .  ..Let k be a multiple of n such that k G max k z , k z . Note thati j
though zy1 is not an element of B the product B zy1 is defined andj hqj j
lies in B : B whenever h G k. Thus,h
B s B zy1 s B z zy1 s B c .hqn hqnqj j hqnqjyi i j h n
Consider the finite-dimensional vector spaces G s G q ??? qG ,0 ny1
where G s B , 0 F h F n y 1. We will define a new product on G soh kqh
that G becomes a ZrnZ-graded Jordan algebra.
Let 0 F r, s F n y 1; b g B , b g B . Then b ? b gkq r kqr kqs kqs kqr kqs
B .2 kqrqs
Let k q r q s s ln q t, where l G 0, 0 F t F n y 1. Then
B s B s B cl .2 kqrqs kqlnqt kqt n
Define
b wb s b b cyl g B . .kq r kqs kqr kqs n kqt
The straightforward verification shows that G is a ZrnZ-graded Jordan
algebra.
Note that ck r n is the identity of G.n
 .We will define an embedding f : B ª L G .
For an arbitrary integer h g Z, let s be an integer such that h q sn s
k q r, 0 F r F n y 1. Then B c s : B s G .h n kqr r
For an arbitrary element b g B we defineh h
f b s b c s m t h g G m t h : L G . .  .h h n r
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 .Again the straightforward verification shows that f : B ª L G is a
monomorphism.
If l G k and l q sn s k q r, 0 F r F n y 1, then G s B s B c s ,r kqr l n
 . lwhich implies that f B s G m t . Hencel r
f B = L G . .  . l
lGk
Let us show that the algebra G is semisimple. If the radical N is
 .  .  .  .  .nonzero, then L N l f B / 0 , since f B =  L N .l G k l
y1  .  ..Then the nonzero graded ideal f L N l f B of B is nilpotent,
which contradicts the assumption that the algebra B is graded prime.
Now, to prove that the algebra G is simple, it is sufficient to verify that
 .G is central. If c g G s B , i / 0, is an element from Z G , then thei i kqi
yk n  y1 .element c lies in the center of B. Hence the element c c g Z Bi n i hom i
lies in the center of Zy1 B, which contradicts the minimality of n.hom
 .  .Similarly, Z G l B s Z B is a finite-dimensional associative com-k k
 .mutative domain with respect to the operation w. Hence Z G l G s0
Fck r n. Thus, the algebra G is simple.n
It remains only to show that B has finitely many nonzero components of
 .negative degree. Indeed, B is a finite Z B -module, so there exist homoge-
 .  .neous elements b , . . . , b g B such that B s b Z B q ??? qb Z B . If1 m 1 m
s is the minimum of degrees of b , . . . , b , then B s  B . The proposi-1 m iG s i
tion is proved.
Fix an integer d G 1 and consider the following two elements of the free
Jordan algebra:
< <sf 9 x , . . . , x s y1 x R ??? R , s g S , .  .1 hq1 hq1 x x hs 1. s h.
2  .where h s 32 d q 1 and f 0 x , x , x , x , x , x is thehq2 hq3 hq4 hq5 hq6 hq7
multilinear element of degree 6 obtained as a full linearization of
www x2 x x  w x.x, y , z , t see 20 .
 .If f x , . . . , x s f 9 f 0, the element f is nonzero even in the free1 hq7
 :special Jordan algebra SJ X and besides
 . 21 f is skew symmetric in 32 d q 1 variables x , . . . , x ,1 h
 .  . 22 f s 0 is an identity in the Albert algebra H O because 32 d q3
 .1 ) 27 s dim H O ,3
 .3 f s 0 is an identity in every Jordan algebra of a symmetric
bilinear form.
Now our aim is to prove the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let B s  B be a finitely generated prime gradedig Z i
Jordan algebra and let d be a positi¨ e integer such that dim B F d for all i.i
Then f s 0 is an identity in B.
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Proof. In view of Proposition 2.1 it is sufficient to prove that if
G s G q ??? qG is a ZrnZ-graded or Z-graded simple Jordan algebra0 ny1
such that dim G F d for all i, then G satisfies the identity f s 0.i
To do that, we will need to bound dim G in terms of dim G .0
There is a diagonalizable automorphism f of G such that G s x g0
<  . 4G f x s x .
A simple finite-dimensional Jordan algebra G over an algebraically
 w x.  .closed field F is isomorphic to one of the following algebras see 5 : 1
 .  .H O , 2 a Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form,3
 .  .q.  .   . .3 M F , n G 3, 4 H M F , t , n G 3, where t is the transpositionn n
 .   . .involution, 5 H M F , Symp , n G 3, where Symp is the symplectic2 n
 .involution on M F .2 n
Clearly algebras of types 1 and 2 satisfy the identity f s 0. So we need to
consider only cases 3, 4, and 5. In all these cases the algebra G is special
 .op  .and its universal special enveloping algebra is U s M F [ M F inn n
 .  .  .case 3, M F in case 4, and M F in case 5, and G s H U, ) where )n 2 n
is the exchange involution, the transposition, or the symplectic involution
in cases 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be a finite-dimensional semisimple algebra with an
 .in¨olution ): A ª A. Then dim A F 4 dim H A, ) .
Proof. Let A s I [ ??? [ I be the decomposition of A into a direct1 l
sum of simple algebras. If IU s I , i / j, then the contribution of I q I toi j i j
 .dim H A, ) is dim I whereas the contribution of I q I to dim A isi i j
2 dim I . Hence it is sufficient to prove the lemma for a simple algebra A.i
 .The algebra A is isomorphic as an involutive algebra either to
  . .   . .  w x.M F , ) or to M D , ) where D is the quaternion algebra see 5 .n n
 .  . 2 In the first case, dim H A, ) s n n q 1 r2, so dim A s n - 4n n q
.1 r2.
 . 2 2In the second case, dim H A, ) s 2n y n and again dim A s 4n F
 2 . 24 2n y n s 8n y 4n.
Note that the equality can occur is n s 1. The lemma is proved.
LEMMA 2.4. Let A be a finite-dimensional associati¨ e algebra with a
diagonalizable automorphism f : A ª A such that A does not contain proper
 <  . 4  .2f-in¨ariant ideals. Let A s a g A f a s a . Then dim A F 2 dim A0 0
and the algebra A is semisimple.0
 .  .Proof. It is easy to see that either A ' M F [ M F with f beingn n
 .the exchange automorphism or A ' M F .n
 .In the first case, A ' M F and the assertion is obvious.0 n
In the second case, f is a conjugation by a diagonalizable matrix, so A0
is a direct sum of diagonal blocks and dim A G n. The lemma is proved.0
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Now we are ready to finish the proof of Proposition 2.2. Let G s G0
q ??? qG be a simple algebra of types 3, 4, and 5, and let U s U q Uny1 0 1
q ??? qU be the corresponding universal special enveloping algebra.ny1
 .2Then, by Lemma 2.4, dim U F 2 dim U whereas, by Lemma 2.3, dim U0 0
 .2F 4 dim G - 4d. Hence, dim U F 32 dim G .0 0
Now, if dim G F d, then the algebra U q. satisfies the identity f s 00
because f is skew symmetric in 32 d2 q 1 variables. The Proposition is
proved.
LEMMA 2.5. Let J s  J be a graded Jordan algebra such thatig Z i
 .dim J F d for all i. Then f s 0 is an identity in the quotient algebra JrL J .i
Proof. We have to show that every value of the polynomial f on J lies
 .in L J . In doing so we can assume that the algebra J is finitely
generated. There is an approximating family of graded homomorphisms
 . a a f : JrL J ª J , where each image J is a prime graded algebra seea
w x. a20 . By Proposition 2.2 each algebra J satisfies the identity f s 0.
 .Hence the algebra JrL J satisfies the identity f s 0. The lemma is
proved.
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem B. Let J s  J be a primeig Z i
nondegenerate graded Jordan algebra such that dim J F d for all i. Byi
 .  .  .Lemma 2.2, L J s M J s 0 . Hence, by Lemma 2.5, J satisfies the
 w x.  .  .identity f s 0. This implies see 18 that Z J / 0 and the ring of
  .  4.y1fractions Z J y 0 J is a simple algebra which is either finite dimen-
sional over its center or a Jordan algebra of a nondegenerate symmetric
bilinear form.
 .  .If Z J : J , or Z J contains nonzero components of both positive and0
negative degrees, then, arguing as in the proof of Proposition 2.1, we
conclude that the algebra J is graded simple.
 .  .Suppose that Z J s  Z J . Again arguing as in the proof ofiG 0 i
 .Proposition 2.1, we can embed J into a loop algebra L G of some simple
 .ZrnZ-graded finite-dimensional Jordan algebra G, c : J ª L G .
 .  .Moreover, c J =  L G for a certain k.iG k i
 .We cannot conclude however yet as we did in Proposition 2.1 that J
has only finitely many nonzero components of negative degree. To do this,
we will need the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.6. Let W be a multiplication operator of J that is, an element
.  .of the multiplication algebra such that J W s ??? s J W s 0 .k kqny1
Then W s 0.
 .Proof. Let us identify J with its image in L G . The subspaces
 .  .  .   ..L G , . . . , L G generate L G as Z L G -module. Hencek kqny1
 .  .  .  .  .L G W s ??? s L G W s 0 implies L G W s 0 and thereforek kqmy1
W s 0. The lemma is proved.
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Now let B be a finitely generated graded subalgebra of J containing
 .  .J q ??? qJ . We claim that B s 0 whenever i - y k q n y 1 .k kqny1 i
Indeed, the algebra B is nondegenerate. If b is a homogeneous absolute
 .  .  .zero divisor of B, then J U b s ??? s J U b s 0 implies thatk kqny1
 .  .JU b s 0 , so b is an absolute zero divisor of J.
 .  .Let us show that Z B : Z J . If a homogeneous element b g B lies in
 .  .the center of B, then BD b, B s 0 which again implies
J D b , B s ??? s J D b , B s 0 .  .  .k kqny1
 .  .and so JD b, B s 0 . Thus, for an arbitrary element a g J, c g B, we
 .  .have aD b, c s c R y R R s 0.ab a b
 .  .  .Hence J R y R R s ??? s J R y R R s 0 and there-k ab a b kqny1 ab a b
fore R s R R for an arbitrary element a g J. This proves that b gab a b
 .Z J .
 .  .  .  .From Z B : Z J it follows that Z B s  Z B . Hence B hasiG 0 i
only finitely many nonzero components of negative degree.
 .Let s be the maximal number such that B / 0 and suppose thatys
s ) k q n y 1. Choose 0 / b g B . Then the degree of each of theys ys
 .  .components B U b , . . . , B U b is less than ys. Hencek ys kqny1 ys
 .  .  .B U b s ??? s B U b s 0 , which implies b s 0.k ys kqny1 ys ys
This finishes the proof of Theorem B.
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